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- Generalization is the ability to link 
events or concepts that were not 
experienced together1.
- Source memory is the ability to recall 
the source of learned information2.
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A.R. (2012) Front. Hum. Neurosci. 6(70). 
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When generalizing to new 
experiences, is source information 
for individual memories lost?






- N = 39
- Study phase: studied face-scene pairs
- Test phase: studied pairs and generalization pairs






































































Accuracy for Generalization Pairs
Generalization Accuracy vs. False Memory Rate
r = 0.041
Figure 2
- People have a tendency to
generalize previously learned 
information to new, related 
experiences.
- In this experiment, generalization 
across these related experiences did 
not lead to a loss of source memory.
- Based on this, generalization and 
source memory may be 
independent processes.
- Accuracy on both studied and generalization pairs 
were above chance.
- Source memory for the studied pairs was high, while 
source memory for the generalization pairs was worse.
- Generalization performance did not track false alarm 
rate.
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